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Reflection
The amazing and subtle semester of Spring has brought many reforms and has destined for me
as a student to learn more. One thing I will never forget is Professor Penner’s creative writing
class. This class has taught me a lot from critical thinking, elaborating, proving, and writing. I
have written and typed several journals, memoirs and poems also have experienced to critique
the work of peers and great authors.
One of my favorite pieces of writing has been when I wrote about my car and my relationship
with it also contributing to how it relates to everyone that sits in it.
Not to forget communication has been a keen concept in this class. In I think not only has it
helped with writing skills but as well has helped with speaking and language skills as well.
Keeping everything to the professional level we have worked in groups and pairs to breakdown
and analyze pieces of literature.
Likewise, I must recall that Professor Penner gave the students a book that everyone had to
read and evaluate.
I would not want to go off topic, but I wanted to turn back to this funny experience that
occurred with me. I remember almost two or so weeks ago I lost my bag on campus that I told
Professor Penner about and she helped me recover it.

Memoir

The historic year of 2020 which was a big turning point for me in my life. Every year every
human learns, earns, loses and life goes on. A person can earn both money and a lesson but he or
she will only decide to take home the asset or skill that holds more value. The year was en entire
roller coaster ride for me consisting of ups, downs, twists, and turns. There were points during
which I felt like getting off the roller coaster, but I knew at the end the roller coaster will stop.

On the 26th of February 2020 I got a call from home stating that my grandpa had passed away.
Seeing my family sad and disturbed really brought me closer to reality. It pulled me out of the
imaginary life scenarios I always created in my head. My grandpa passed away at the age of
seventy. That man had one of the coolest jobs out there. Due to him working as a right hand for
the President of Pakistan I was able to visit the President’s cabin and meet him when I was a kid.
This piece of my life dates to 2010. Similarly, in the same office I was able to meet the Prime
Minister of Pakistan as well.
A few weeks post to my grandpa passing away the disease that has conquered the planet and has
consequently led to a high death toll known as the Coronavirus or Covid 19 tagged along. The
Corona virus had taken and till this day is taking a tremendous number of lives. One of its
consequences also consisted of high unemployment rates, store closures, academic departments
like schools and colleges shutting down. Everything became less and less busy since people
started staying home. However, hospitals and funeral homes were becoming overloaded with the
number of patients and dead bodies to the point that trailers were being used to morgues to store
bodies.

Looking at the positive side I never ever thought that I will be able to spend this much time
together with my family. Everyone that includes my mom, my dad, my younger brother stayed
home. Right when we got done with online school and had lunch we used to gather for a movie
and or various board games. I necessarily enjoyed shuffling the deck of cards with my dad. I
think we played over three hundred games in total in which I only won like six against my
family.

As temperatures were rising summer was approaching my High School graduation was getting
closer and closer. I imagined graduating high school with my friends and throwing my cap in the
air but that never happened. We students were left with a virtual graduation via zoom and had to
collect our diplomas in person. I graduated high school on 20thJune 2020.
There was barely two months in between until college started. While I was waiting for that I was
busy working on FAFSA and applying for scholarships. I had also started to work those two
months to save money for college on the side.

One thing I can proudly say the most important thing I impatiently waited for was my newborn
baby brother that was born during Covid. He was born on September 22 of 2020 at Maimonides
Medical Center.

Calculating up 2020 it was a give and take form of year for me. Life took away things from and
life gave me new experiences and new things as well. I am forever grateful for everything I have.

Short Story

Not to sound illegal but making moves under the table has always been mt favorite part of life. I
feel anonymous everyday due to changes I made in my lifestyle. I can use various forms of
example and scenarios describing myself going or making myself feel anonymous.

I used to be known as Mahad Banks that was the name I went by that made me popular in
high school, in the community and on social media.

As time passed by, I started to become more and more hidden because of my girlfriend. I
wanted to keep my relationship more and more private and focus on four things. College, Work,
family, and my girlfriend. Before everything I used to be coming home as three or four in the
morning feeling like I had no responsibility.

To protect my relationship and give life necessities more focus and attention I went off
social media, took a break from all m friends. It is not like that I am living a boring life and I am
not outgoing. I am enjoying every corner and aspect of life.

The only difference is that I do not post anything on social media, people do not know
where I am or who I’m with. The things I am doing in life and my achievements.

I bought a brand-new car and I am also opening up a business with one of my coworkers.
No one knows besides my family and girlfriend. I live my life for my life in a way instead of
making out seem like I’m going overboard.

Late nigh restaurants, parties, drives are still enjoyed by me the only difference is rthat
they are solo and anonymous no one knows about them . Basically, my comparison to my
previous open life and a life that I’m living underground not informing anyone of it makes me
feel anonymous.

Poem

There is unbalance you sigh

Keep hope you will be on the high

Keep a book and Bottle Steady

I heard my inner thoughts be ready

You are built to tremble

Do not fumble

Be strong

Live Long

